Six Senses Ibiza
When you travel to Six Senses on the northern tip of Ibiza, you not only arrive at
a destination, you travel to a different frequency. Escape to the crystalline Xarraca Bay,
where the 116 guest accommodations, townhouses, pool suites and beachfront caves
provide a meaningful setting for deep spiritual experiences rooted in the local culture,
celebrating music, art, sustainable fashion and wellness that has become synonymous
with the island. This part of the North is untamed and free spirited, from its bohemian
heritage to its effortless celebration of life.
Six Senses Ibiza offer the first sustainable BREEAM certified resort in the Balearics.
Located just 35 minutes from the airport, Xarraca Bay is one of the most alluring hidden
secrets on the island. Every aspect of the property’s physical design embraces the feeling of
community and inspire the senses.
The immersive activities offered to guests will stimulate learning and creative experiences
through a local cultural lens. A variety of inviting amenities serve to stimulate, energize,
revive and reinvigorate. These are complemented with organic, seasonal and nourishing
food, luxurious accommodation and intuitive attention to detail and care. It is the first
full-service hospitality experience with amenities not yet offered on the island.

ACCOMMODATIONS
Six Senses Ibiza offers 116 guest accommodations and 17
Townhouses across a 20-acre (8-hectare) site including fully
appointed Suites, Cave Suites and Townhouses, all blending
into the contours of the pristine Xarraca Bay. Townhouses are
available to a handful of owners with expansive sunset views.
Bedroom and Suite Amenities
• Sustainable bathroom amenities
• In-suite coffee and tea service
• Six Senses bottled drinking water
• Minibar and gourmet snack corner
• Personal safe
• Yoga mat
• Pillow menu
• Hair dryer
• Flat screen TV with satellite channels
• Bluetooth speaker
• WiFi
Deluxe Bedrooms 473 – 861 sq. ft | 44 – 80 sq. m
A personal Mediterranean escape with contemporary décor
and local touches with sophisticated, modern conveniences.
A beautifully integrated sleeping space complements the
contemporary style, with a wide window that offers views
of the tree line or the coast and sea. Accessible rooms available.
Suites 828 – 1,582 sq. ft | 77 – 147 sq. m
Our suites with expansive panoramic views
of the sea. Everything you need for a comfortable and
luxurious stay, the junior, premium and one-bedroom suites
are for sirens, sun-seekers and mermaids alike.

Xarraca Two Bedroom Suite 2,744 sq. ft. | 255 sq. m
An indulgent living space complemented by sweeping views
of the sea. This light-filled suite has two separate bedrooms,
a large living space and an oversized terrace featuring
beautiful Mediterranean planting and screening for
privacy and seclusion.
Cave Suites 958 sq. ft | 89 sq. m.
Escape to the out-of-the-ordinary with an open living space
reminiscent of a coastal cave with chic design cues and modern
comforts. Built into the cliff, Cave Suites offer an oversized bed
with a large terrace that leads out to the water’s edge and
a sweeping view of the sea.
Cave Royale 3,369 sq. ft | 313 sq. m.
The ultimate party cave with an oversized bed, huge bathroom,
grand piano, generously sized indoor and outdoor living space,
full bar and outdoor tub. The Cave Royale is the pulse
of the resort’s effortless free-spirited, Ibizan festival vibe,
paying homage to the bohemian music and art scene
associated with the island.
Townhouses 4,262 - 4,994 sq. ft | 396 - 464 sq. m
Our Townhouses combine a traditional Finca aesthetic
with all the modern comforts of our suites including priority
in-room service and dining. Far reaching ocean views from
the open living and dining spaces, master suite and private pool
lend themselves to infinite sunrise-to-sunset views and
a natural breezy flow.

DINING

SIX SENSES SPA

Celebrity Chef and founding father of new Israeli cuisine, Eyal
Shani debuts his newest outpost at Six Senses Ibiza. Best known
for his fervent passion for vegetables, Eyal preparer a plethora
of mouth-watering vegetables grown at our Farm in Santa
Gertrudis and served at our signature Cala Xarraca restaurants.
Each tells a comprehensive story through lovingly prepared
dishes that are organic, seasonal, nutritious and delicious.

Six Senses Spa offers a layered approach that unites a pioneering
spirit with treatments that go beyond the ordinary.

HaSalon Each item on the menu has been carefully and
thoughtfully conceived by Chef Shani to take advantage of
the freshest local produce, to showcase exciting gastronomical
influences and to consider sustainability in its creation; from
eggs laid by the hotel’s own chickens to locally-caught seafood,
Ibizan-influenced mezze platters and grass-fed meats.
The Farmers’ Market With a la carte dining available for early
risers and night owls alike, guests can discover a selection of
market stalls at their leisure, each expertly offering its own
specialty. Adjacent to the Farmers’ Market is our beautiful
outdoor Orchard venue
Live Cave & Bond ST. Sushi With its enviable location, the
Live Cave is the ultimate place to watch the world go by while
soaking up the views over the sparkling waters of Xarraca Bay.
It comes alive at night thanks to an exciting emerging music
program representing cultures from around the world.
This most distinctive of settings is home to New York icon
BONDST restaurant, exclusively offering its diverse fresh and
innovative Japanese-inspired fare.
Pharmacy Bar A vibrant and dynamic setting, Pharmacy Bar is
open throughout the day to refresh and revive. An exciting menu
of healthy herbal creations, detox juices and non-alcoholic cocktails
is further elevated with a selection of tonics and tinctures.

You will find an intuitive mix of science and human awareness,
where a high-tech and high-touch approach defines a service
that is crafted around you. From tailored treatments provided
by global practitioners and expert yogic masters to functional
fitness, anti-aging and multi-day Immersions, everything
is centered around your needs. Our RoseBar offers BioHacking
techniques to optimise health and performance. There are many
ways to achieve wellness, but at Six Senses, you are guided on
a personalized path to growth and reconnection.
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12,900 sq. ft. | 1200 sq. m. of space dedicated to wellness
RoseBar
Steam room
Relaxation room
Hot bath
Hammam
Treatment rooms
Salon

The Studio Building caters for guests wishing to stay active
during their vacation. It contains three studio spaces and a state
of the art Gymnasium overlooking the Outdoor Boxing Ring.
The Yoga Platform sits atop the rooftop of the Studio Building
with panoramic views of Xarraca Bay from East to West.

LEISURE ACTIVITIES
The resort’s vision is to capture the authentic Ibiza experience
of community, spirituality and celebration. On-site and off-site
attractions are as diverse and unique as the island itself.
In addition to spiritual, wellness and fitness programming there
are hiking trails for exploring the native forest and observing
the exuberance and beauty all around. On-site discover
live music at the open air stage or join a sustainable fashion
workshop at Agora, the resort’s innovative retail concept store.
As a year round destination, any time is a good time to visit.
April to May, the deserted beaches of the early spring give way
to a warm welcome, when some say the island is at its most
beautiful. Early May is the official start to the summer season
where everything is open for business, yet still calm and quiet
for enjoying Ibiza’s best-kept secrets unhindered.

The summer months from May to October tend to see warm days
and clear skies. Things start hotting up for the beaches too,
and of course, the famous Ibiza nightlife. The sought-after,
peaceful paradise of Ibiza’s north has kept its old island magic
and there are plenty of hidden beauty spots to explore
and discover.
During the cool season, from October to April, Ibiza has a special
energy that radiates even when the sun mellows. The light
and laid-back, natural way of life during the winter season
attracts artists and creatives alike. The almond tree blossom
takes on an ethereal appearance of a silvery blanket below
the expansive full moons of January and February.

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
Resort experiences include daily yoga sessions, a range of
wellness programming and the art of farm fresh cooking taught
by Six Senses chefs. At the Cinderella hour, The Beach Caves
come alive, where kindred souls can rendezvous listening to live
music as the sun goes down. Followed by a day of rejuvenation
exploring the island on our one-of-a-kind excursions.
Agora
The resort’s innovative retail concept blends entertainment,
education, and luxury shopping. Curated by renowned fashion
editors Tiffanie Darke and Daniela Agnelli, Agora tells the story
of luxury and sustainability by championing brands and products
that bring about change and inspiration. Agora is brought to life
via storytelling, events, and immersive visual merchandising told
across a series of chapters; Reduce, Recycle, Rent and Restore.
Live Cave
The Live Cave is the heartbeat of the resort. Hosting live shows,
events, emerging artist sessions, and an expansive vinyl
collection, the Live Cave and surrounding terraces feature
avant-garde technology from McIntosh and Sonus faber.
Island Excursions
Paddle around the point to the sun-bleached fishermen’s huts
at Cala Xuclar, shop the local Sunday craft market at bohemian
San Juan, lunch at iconic island restaurant La Paloma, feel the
magnetism of the mystical Es Vedra and soak up the sunset
drumming at the horseshoe shaped Benirras bay.

Grow With Six Senses
Introduce your children to the world of wellness and sustainability
through engaging and interactive initiatives, activities and
treatments designed by our resident experts. Ranging from
a specially tailored yoga and mindfulness program to
sustainability and social experiences, plus tailor-made spa
treatments.
Cinema Paradiso (Opening 2022)
Six Senses presents film favorites on the big screen under the stars.
Cliff Jumping
Cliff jumping is a must in Ibiza. The excitement of jumping off
the rocks to learn the importance of facing our own fears.
Water Sports
Activities include complimentary snorkeling, kayaking and
stand-up paddle boarding.
Sunset Sound Healing
Sound and gong vibrations, waking up to hidden energies
and opening blockages. Our experts are here to guide you
through a practice which has long been popular on the island.
Underwater Guided Meditation
Meditating while snorkelling is an incredible way to achieve
calmness and peace.
Scanner Envy 950

The Six Senses boat charter. All aboard these sleek 300HP
scanners for a tour of the North of Ibiza with style

UNIQUE AMENI TIES

MULTI-DAY IMMERSIONS
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Escaping the mundane leads to greater consciousness,
passion, reconnection and a playful, healthy whole new you.
The rich beauty and culture of everything this vibrant island
has to offer is brought to life with multi-day Immersions.
Taking place in the cool season, programs will vary,
helping you embark on a journey of growth, empowerment,
inner well-being and soul rewilding. We’ll be starting
with Detox, Fitness, Yoga, Anti-aging, Energy Medicine,
Crystal Healing and Shamanic Journeys.

Organic Herb Garden
Grow With Six Senses
Pool
Agora
Beach Caves
Open-Air Stage
The Experience Den
Farmers’ Market | Cooking School
Earth Lab
Magnum Photography Gallery
Library
Wine Cellar
Cinema Paradiso (2022)
Recording Studio
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